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Imagine 

a world where everybody 

knows about, feels for and loves 

Tatar language and related

cultural heritage

as one's own palm. 

We succeeded. 
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Wiki-path 
to our dream

Using Tatar Wikipedia, 
Wikidata, WikiCommons and other 

Wikimedia projects offered opportunities

to support continuous cultural, educational, 
social and economic development of 

those speaking Tatar language, as well as 
feeling the ownership of or belonging to 

Tatar culture. 
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  Tatar Wikipedia?
tt.wikipedia.org
 bday 15.09.2003

Today

1 of 300+

320 000+ articles

~ 100 active volunteers
 / month

~ 3500 readers / day

~ 1/3 from Russia

16 contests / year Annual Report 2020-21: https://w.wiki/4QUS 
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What's in it for Media?

Language and other “Cultural Settings” as an 
Option: 2030 or before?

Did you actually exist? 
How can you prove that?

Second life of your content: Free licenses or 
70+ years of Copyright limbo?  
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2030 Settings
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  Did you actually exist? 
  How can you prove that?

«In 1921, when Russia lived through 
terrible hunger, Lenin invited American 
Relief Administration to save Communist 
Russia from collapse and in two years 
ARA managed to feed 10 million people.

By 1931 most locals knew nothing of the 
ARA, whilst those few that have heard of 
it, were asking: 
"The food was paid for by the USSR, not 
Americans, right?" 

In 1992–2007 U.S. provided ex-
USSR states with assistance 
amounting to USD 28 billion. 

The amount of Food Aid to 
Russia by U.S. & E.U. in 1999–
2000 surpassed total assistance 
provided to Africa. 

Once again, 20 years passed — 
and nobody remembers this 
anymore.»

Excerpt from «How many millions hungry? — Ten!» by Kirill Fokin 
«Novaya Gazeta» newpaper, Nov.18, 2021,  http://amp.gs/jYf62 
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  Free licenses or 70+ years
 of Copyright limbo?

2014: Free licences into 
Russian Civil Code Art.1286

Now instead of (с) one can use
 
All content on this site 
is licensed under
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International 

kremlin.ru 

government.ru

duma.gov.ru

council.gov.ru

tatarstan.ru 

tatar-congress.org

and others https://w.wiki/677 
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  Join us!
for everyone

 loving 
Tatar language

or feeling the ownership 
of the culture 

to perceive oneself 
a plenipotentiary 

investor into 
common 
human 
heritage 
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